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	C# in a Nutshell, 9780596001810 (0596001819), O'Reilly, 2002
C# in a Nutshell aims to become the de-facto standard for this young programming language. A reference to be used daily, this book also includes essential background information to become productive quickly. Not a "how-to" book or a rehash of Microsoft's documentation, this book goes to the source of the language and APIs to present content in a way that professional programmers will value above all other books.

This book is a desktop reference for Microsoft's new C# programming language, designed to sit comfortably next to you while you program and to accompany you faithfully in your travels. The first version of C# shipped in January 2002 as part of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework, after an extensive public beta release.
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Yen & Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology: Physiology, Pathophysiology, and Clinical ManagementSaunders, 2013

	Yen Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology helps you successfully diagnose and manage the spectrum of female and male reproductive system diseases, from impaired fertility, infertility, and recurrent pregnancy loss through problems of sexual development, puberty, menstrual disturbances, fibroids, endometriosis, and reproductive aging....


		

Analysis of Air-Based Mechanization and Vertical Envelopment Concepts and TechnologiesRAND Corporation, 2001
The Army After Next (AAN) concept of rapidly deployable mechanized battleforces in a tactical environment requires the forces to be readilytransported by vertical, or near-vertical, lift aircraft.  In the nonlinearAAN battlefield, this may require the forces to be deployed near the enemy1ssecond echelon.  The authors examined the performance of the...

		

Cracking the Coding Interview: 150 Programming Questions and SolutionsCareer Press, 2011

	Now in the 5th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top software developer jobs. This is a deeply technical book and focuses on the software engineering skills to ace your interview. The book is over 500 pages and includes 150 programming interview questions and answers, as well...





	

Cinder Creative Coding CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C++ this book takes your creative potential to a whole other level. The practical recipes show you how to create interactive and visually dynamic applications using Cinder which will excite and delight your audience.


	Overview

	
		Learn powerful techniques for building creative applications using...



		

Literary Representations of “Mainlanders” in Taiwan (Routledge Research on Taiwan Series)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book examines literary representations of mainlander identity articulated by Taiwan’s second-generation mainlander writers, who share the common feature of emotional ambivalence between Taiwan and China.

	
		Closely analyzing literary narratives of Chinese civil war migrants and their descendants in Taiwan, a...



		

Digital Crossroads: American Telecommunications Policy in the Internet AgeMIT Press, 2005
Telecommunications policy profoundly affects the economy and our everyday lives. Yet accounts of important telecommunications issues tend to be either superficial (and inaccurate) or mired in jargon and technical esoterica. In Digital Crossroads, Jonathan Nuechterlein and Philip Weiser offer a clear, balanced, and accessible analysis of...
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